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ADVANCE PREDICTION SPRING 2019 – March to May 2019 

Welcome to the Spring 2019 advance prediction website, and once again the prediction 

goes out onto a limb; I have to follow the methodology, and I trust it. 

The winter I stated quite clearly would be benign, warmer than average with no snow to talk 

of, this despite lurid persistent headlines of ‘4 months bitter cold and deep snow’ predictions 

as main headlines in several newspapers, that , sadly too was repeated as a mantra every 

two weeks or so.  The source of such headlines were ‘weather experts,’ using, I understand 

a combination of sun-spots, computer models, past observations and their skills and 

experience, compounded by some really poor journalism and sub-editing on some national 

newspapers.I was brought up to check and verify any statements I committed to print, sadly 

even deputy editors on some journals do not do this, if they did, then such blatant untruths 

would not get to print – but of course such headlines/fake news sells newspapers, and the 

truth always suffers.    

It is now spring and the hard winter never materialised, to me no surprise, it was never ever 

going to be a hard long winter.   Nature and the moon decide the weather; it is not decided 

by computer modelling using poor data.   The methodology here uses the moon and nature 

as basics then collates other small vital data to produce the result.   The methodology may 

well be 1000 years old, but it worked then and it works equally well now.   If it ain’t broke 

then don’t fix it. 

So, as I was the lone voice for a warmer benign mild winter, I am now the lone voice for a 

very dry spring too; this dry spring was highlighted in the winter prediction that extended 

winter into March.   Since October when the winter prediction was published, nothing has 

changed. 

February from the 12th forwards will be dry, very dry, some cold frosty nights but with dry 

bright sunny calm, albeit cold days too, but no rain.  High pressure will for the greater 

dominate the weather.   This pattern will continue into March through to the last week when, 

just as BST commences (31st) rain arrives.   For farmers and growers sadly more stress 

with lack of water and poor growing conditions; maybe for sheep farmers for lambing, a dry 

start to the season; but as here in the SE maybe a shortage of suitable grass a problem, 

but for sure not the terrible wet and cold of last year. 

For gardeners, look at the March website entry and the entry for Ash Wednesday and lent, 

this is another 900 year old saying – that is 100% true and works, again, a different spring 

from 2018. 

The quarter day on 21st March (St Benedict) I suspect will give us a continuation of the 

WSW winds of winter, therefore no cold blasts from the east this year.  

A word of warning/caution for those in tidal and areas likely/prone to flooding, the period 

19th to the 23rd has a perigee, full moon, highest spring tides and the equinox, all being 

together could cause some problems. 
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To summarise the month: very dry, cold and breezy at times, but also sunny, with rain to 

end the month.  

March 2019 

NEW MOON = 6th @ 1603hrs = Fair 

 1st QUARTER MOON = 14th @ 1027hrs = Cold & high winds 

FULL MOON 21st @ 0142hrs = Frost + Supermoon 

LAST QUARTER MOON 28th @ 0409hrs = Rain 

MARCH/VERNAL EQUINOX  20th @ 2158hrs 

DoP = 21st St Benedict  AND Quarter Day 21st 

  BST Starts 31st March 2019 @ 0100 hrs. 

Highest spring tides 18th to the 24th 

Perigee 19th @ 1947hrs:   Apogee 4th @ 1125hrs 

MET OFFICE NOTES:     None.    BUCHAN NOTES:    None. 

 

APRIL 2019 

 Spring is here, the clocks are forward by an hour, lighter evenings are commencing – but 

also darker mornings and Easter too this month.   So, everything in the garden looks rosy, 

or does it? 

We start with the rain from the end of March into changeable weather, but then more rain 

on the 12th and sadly, for Easter and really wet and cold period, the last week returns to fair 

dry pleasanter weather. 

It is one of those strange contradictions that if Christmas day is dry warm and sunny, then 

Easter will be cold and wet, it takes no account at all that Easter is a moveable feast; whilst 

doing the vast research before starting the project I checked over 100 years of Christmas 

and Easter weather conditions, and, as a result can state the above.   Christmas day being 

dry and sunny also predicted a good grain and fruit harvest (another fail safe saying); 

February being very cold this year held the fruit buds back on the fruit trees too;. 

Additionally the grass was growing on 1st January, indicating just one hay harvest in 2019 

(June/July). 

Therefore bearing the above in mind, nature held the fruit buds back for a better crop, now 

the rain this month starts the growth of everything and the dry sunny period will promote the 

growth; nature is not interested in humans, it looks after its own, all we, as humans do, is 

make best use of the facilities that nature affords.  Interestingly here too note the weather 

on Low Sunday (28th) for this will give an excellent indication of the summer to come. 



April is the month of white hedgerow blossoms, the blackthorn (sloes), whitethorn, sorbus, 

hawthorn and the blackthorn winter11th to the 14th when this white blossoms are seen 

adorning the roadsides, it is also however a Buchan cold period and cold can be expected 

too. 

For those planning ahead, the weather on Maundy Thursday (18th) should be noted as the 

weather on Pentecost Monday (Whit Monday) 10th June will be the direct opposite. 

Finally, there is a period 23rd to the 26th which is when really short sharp April showers are 

at the zenith. 

Therefore whilst April may not be hot and dry, nature looks after its own, and  wet April 

gives a flowery May. 

Therefore to summarise April: Quite damp and miserable for the first three weeks, but 

recovering to end the month fine and dry and warmer too.  

APRIL 2019 

NEW MOON = 5th @ 0950hrs = Changeable. 

 1st QUARTER MOON = 12th @ 2005hrs = Rain 

FULL MOON 19th @ 1212hrs = Very Rainy 

LAST QUARTER MOON 26th @ 2318hrs = Fair 

LYRIDS METEOR SHOWER 22nd -23rd. 

DoP = Good Friday 19th 

Highest spring tides 19th to the 22nd 

Apogee 1st @ 0114hrs AND 28th @ 1920hrs:   Perigee 16th @ 2302hrs 

BUCHAN COLD PERIOD 11th – 14th. 

MET OFFICE STORMY PERIOD 23rd to the 26th. 

 

MAY 2019 

May starts fine and dry up until the 12th, then a period of cold and rain showers to the 17th; 

then another fine and dry period to the 27th and ending the month wet and rainy. 

So, a combination of rain showers and sunshine from nature ensures that everything has 

water and sunshine to facilitate growth, slowly the pieces of the summer jig-saw start falling 

into place.   The astute observant ones will see that the damp wet Maundy Thursday indeed 

promises to give Pentecost Monday as a find dry sunny day. 



Mid-month we have the ice-maidens – 11th to the 14th plus Cold Sophie (St Dunstan) on the 

19th, normally these are period of acute and severe frosts that decimate fruit blossoms and 

destroy fruit crop.   This year no such frosts, maybe cold and maybe rain, but no frosts = 

again the Christmas day saying coming true with a good fruit harvest.   This is also a 

Buchan cold period. 

Amongst this is also the druid festival of Chestnut Sunday – the second Sunday in May.  

This is when all the flowers of the horse chestnut tree – called candles – all sit upright at the 

end of the branches of this tree.   Stand back and see the tree in all its glory, it looks just 

like a Christmas Tree with all the candles at the sides.  The weather this day is invariably 

dry, sunny and calm – but not that warm. 

This is the true month of the awakening of countless flowers across the countryside, the 

month of the blossoms too, the pink blossom of the midland hawthorn tree stands out. 

The month of awakening on the ground and in the hedgerows, of warmth and growth, a bit 

of everything and lighter evenings too.  Spring is sprung. 

To summarise May: A  warmer month, no frosts, ,lighter evenings, some rain, some 

sunshine but better and brighter all round. 

MAY 2019 

NEW MOON = 4th @ 2345hrs = Fair 

 1st QUARTER MOON = 12th @ 0212hrs = Cold & Rain showers 

FULL MOON 18th @ 2211hrs = Fair = Blue Moon. ***** 

LAST QUARTER MOON 26th @ 1733hrs = Rain. 

DoP = 25th St Urban 

ETA AQUARIDS 6th - 7th = Above average meteor shower 

Highest spring tides 18th to 21st    

APOGEE 26th @ 1427hrs:   PERIGEE 13th @ 2253hrs 

BUCHAN COLD PERIOD 9th – 14th 

NO MET OFFICE PERIODS 

**** = Third full moon in a season that has four Full moons. 
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